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We present an estimate of the next-to-leading order QCD corrections to mixed QCD-electroweak
contribution to Higgs boson production cross section in gluon fusion, combining the recently com-
puted three-loop virtual corrections and the approximate treatment of real emission in the soft
approximation. We find that the NLO QCD corrections to mixed QCD-electroweak contributions
are nearly identical to NLO QCD corrections to QCD Higgs production. Our result confirms an
earlier estimate of these O

(

αα
2

s

)

effects in Ref. [1] and provides further support for the factorization
approximation of QCD and electroweak corrections.

Higgs boson production in gluon fusion is one of the
central observables in Higgs physics at the LHC. This is
because the majority of Higgs bosons are produced in this
channel and also because the Higgs-gluon coupling is sen-
sitive to heavy degrees of freedom that couple to gluons
and receive their masses from the Higgs mechanism.

Given the importance of Higgs boson production in
gluon fusion, in recent years its description by particle
theorists has been provided with ever increasing accu-
racy. The original computations of Higgs boson produc-
tion cross section in gluon fusion at leading [2], next-
to-leading [3–5] and next-to-next-to-leading order in per-
turbative QCD [6–8] was recently extended to one order
higher [9]. The residual uncertainty of the cross sec-
tion related to uncalculated higher order QCD correc-
tions was estimated to be of the order of two percent
[9, 10]. To fully benefit from these remarkable achieve-
ments, one needs to re-consider the many small contribu-
tions neglected in earlier calculations and study if they
can change the gluon fusion cross section by a few per-
cent.

A comprehensive analysis of the different contributions
to Higgs boson gluon fusion cross section and their uncer-
tainties was recently presented in Ref. [10]. Among the
uncertainties are the top and bottom quark mass effects
on the total cross section in higher orders of perturbative
QCD, the truncation of the expansion used to compute
the N3LO contribution to the gluon fusion cross section,
absence of N3LO parton distribution functions and the
uncertainty in the value of NLO QCD corrections to the
so-called mixed QCD-electroweak contribution to Higgs-
gluon coupling.

In this paper we focus on higher-order QCD corrections
to mixed QCD-electroweak contributions. These contri-
butions appear at two loops for the first time and they
are known to increase the leading order QCD cross sec-

tion by about five percent [11, 12]. As it is often the case
in Higgs physics, it is not clear how this result changes
when higher order QCD corrections to the gluon fusion
cross section are accounted for. Indeed, since the NLO
QCD corrections to top-mediated Higgs production in
gluon fusion are close to O(100%), it is important to
know if these large corrections also apply to mixed QCD-
electroweak contributions since, depending on whether
they do or they do not, the cross section changes by an
amount that is not negligible at the level of the precision
target of a few percent.

It is difficult to compute the NLO QCD corrections
to mixed QCD-electroweak contribution. Indeed, this
contribution appears at two loops for the first time, so
that the computation of NLO QCD corrections to it re-
quires the calculation of three-loop Feynman diagrams to
account for virtual corrections and two-loop four-point
functions to evaluate the real emission corrections. Both
of these tasks are quite formidable.

To overcome this difficulty, in Ref. [1] the NLO QCD
corrections to mixed QCD-EW contributions were com-
puted in an unphysical limit where the masses of elec-
troweak gauge bosons are considered to be significantly
larger than the Higgs boson mass. For such mass hierar-
chy one can perform a systematic large mass expansion of
the corresponding Feynman graphs [13] that, effectively,
turns the QCD-electroweak contribution to Higgs gluon
coupling to a point-like interaction vertex. It is clear that
the assumed mass hierarchy is questionable and that the
result can only be considered as an estimate of the NLO
QCD corrections to QCD-electroweak contribution.

According to Ref. [10], at NLO QCD, the QCD-
electroweak contributions increase the gluon fusion cross
section by about 5±1 percent. The uncertainty estimate
shown here refers to an attempt to quantify a possible
error caused by the unphysical approximation for Higgs
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and vector boson masses employed in Ref. [1].

To improve on this result, one has to compute the NLO
QCD corrections to mixed QCD-electroweak contribu-
tions to Higgs boson production cross section in gluon
fusion for the correct relation between the Higgs boson
and the electroweak gauge boson masses. Recently, we
made the first step in this direction by calculating the rel-
evant three-loop virtual corrections [14]. To obtain the
corrections to gluon fusion cross section, one needs to
combine this result with the real emission contributions
that involve two-loop four-point functions with several
mass scales; computing them is quite complicated. While
work on these real emission contributions is in progress,
the computation of the virtual corrections reported in
Ref. [14] opens up a way to provide an estimate of the
NLO QCD effects to mixed QCD-electroweak contribu-
tions that is conceptually different from what has been
done in Ref. [1]. As such, it will either provide additional
support for the size of mixed QCD-electroweak contribu-
tions estimated in Ref. [1] or it will indicate the potential
deficiencies of such an estimate. Either of these outcomes
is important for understanding the current theoretical
precision on the Higgs boson production cross section in
gluon fusion.
Our estimate of the NLO QCD corrections to Higgs

boson production in gluon fusion is based on an obser-
vation that QCD corrections to this process can be rel-
atively well described by the soft-gluon approximation
[15–17]. The soft gluon approximation accounts for con-
tributions of real gluon emissions by a universal formula
that depends on leading order cross section. The only
non-universal piece that needs to be provided are the
virtual corrections computed by us recently [14].

We now explain the details of the calculation. The
Higgs boson production cross section in gluon fusion can
be written as

σ =

∫

dx1dx2g(x1, µ)g(x2, µ) (zσ0)G(z, µ, αs), (1)

where z = m2
H/(sx1x2), mH is the mass of the Higgs

boson, s is the center-of-mass energy squared of the
hadronic collision, αs ≡ αs(µ) is the strong coupling
constant and µ denotes factorization and renormaliza-
tion scales that we set equal to each other. Note that
the only partonic channel that contributes in the soft ap-
proximation is the gg-channel.

The leading order cross section σ0 reads

σ0 =
α2
s

576πv2
F0(mH ,mW ,mZ), (2)

where the form factor F0 contains QCD and mixed QCD-
electroweak contributions at leading order. Finally, at
leading order

G(z, µ, αs) = δ(1 − z) .

To evaluate F0, we use the following numerical val-
ues for Standard Model parameters mH = 125 GeV,
mW = 80.398 GeV, mZ = 91.88 GeV, αQED = 1/128.0,
sin2 θW = 0.2233, GF = 1.16639 × 10−5/GeV2. We
also use the Higgs field vacuum expectation value de-
fined as v = (GF

√
2)−1/2. We employ numerical values

for αs and gluon parton distribution functions as pro-
vided by the NNPDF30 set [18]. Specifically, we use
NNPDF30lo−as−0130 and NNPDF30nlo−as−0118 for lead-
ing and next-to-leading order computations, respectively.
The leading order cross section Eq.(2) is normalized in

such a way that F0 = 1 if only pure QCD contributions
to the form factor F are taken into account. Including
also the QCD-electroweak contribution, the result reads

F0 = |A0|2, (3)

where

A0 = 1− 3α2v2

32m2
H sin4 θW

(CWAW + CZAZ) , (4)

with

CW = 4,

CZ =
2

cos4 θW

(

5

4
− 7

3
sin2 θW +

22

9
sin4 θW

)

,
(5)

and

AW = −10.71693− i 2.302953,

AZ = −6.880846− i 0.5784119.
(6)

These numerical values for the mixed QCD-EW am-
plitudes at leading order follow from analytic calcula-
tions reported in [11, 19]. To obtain AW,Z , we consis-
tently neglect the top quark contributions in case of Z-
exchange amplitudes and the third generation contribu-
tion in case of W -exchange amplitudes;1 we do exactly
the same when we compute NLO QCD corrections to
QCD-electroweak contributions as described below. We
note that, according to Eq.(3), we include the square
of the mixed QCD-electroweak contribution to the cross
section. Numerically, this makes a tiny difference and we
do it for the sake of convenience.
As explained earlier, to extend this result beyond lead-

ing order, we use the soft-gluon approximation to de-
scribe the real emission corrections. The corrections to
the function G(z, µ, αs) then follow from the soft approx-
imation to the gg → Hg matrix element squared where,
independent of the hard process, the gluon emission is de-
scribed by an eikonal factor. Integrating the eikonal fac-
tor over the gluon phase space and removing the collinear

1 Top quark contributions to mixed QCD-electroweak corrections
are known to be tiny [12].
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singularities by renormalization of the parton distribu-
tion functions, one finds [15, 16]

G(z, µ, αs) = δ(1− z)

+
αs

2π

[

8CAD1(z) +

(

2π2

3
CA + V

)

δ(1 − z)

]

.
(7)

Here, D1 = [ln(1− z)/(1− z)]+ is a plus distribution and
V is the ratio of the infra-red subtracted virtual correc-
tions to the leading order cross section. Note that this
quantity V represent the only non-universal contribution

in the soft limit, which means that it is this quantity that
may, potentially, change the relative size of electroweak
corrections to Higgs production cross section at lead-
ing and next-to-leading orders in perturbative QCD. The
infra-red subtracted virtual corrections are obtained from
the results for NLO QCD corrections to mixed QCD-
electroweak contributions reported in Ref. [14] and from
the known NLO QCD corrections to leading order pro-
duction cross section [3]. We write

V = 2Re(A1,finA
∗
0)/|A0|2, (8)

where

A1,fin =
11

2
− 3α2v2

32m2
H sin4 θW

(

CWA
(1)
W + CZA

(1)
Z

)

, (9)

and [14]

A
(1)
W = −11.315691− i 54.029527,

A
(1)
Z = −2.975666− i 41.195540.

(10)

In principle, the above results allow us to compute
the Higgs boson cross section in the soft gluon approx-
imation. However, it is known that the soft gluon ap-
proximation underestimates the NLO corrections. An
attempt to improve on this by constructing subleading
terms was undertaken in Ref. [17]. It was argued there,
using analiticity considerations in Mellin space and in-
formation on universal subleading terms in the z → 1
limit that arise from soft-gluon kinematics and, also, from
the collinear splitting kernels, that a useful extension of
the soft approximation is obtained by replacing the plus-
distribution D1(z) that appears in Eq.(7) with

D1(z) → D1(z) + δD1(z), (11)

where

δD1(z) = (2−3z+2z2)
ln((1 − z)/

√
z)

1− z
− ln(1 − z)

1− z
. (12)

Note that δD1(z) is an integrable function of z and not
a plus-distribution.
It is now straightforward to use the above results

to estimate the NLO QCD corrections to mixed QCD-
electroweak contribution in the soft gluon approximation.

We use NNPDF30 sets [18] to compute the gluon fusion
cross section and we use LO and NLO parton distribu-
tion functions to perform computations in respective per-
turbative orders. We set the values of the factorization
and the renormalization scales equal to each other. The
central value for both scales is taken to be µ = mH/2.
We note, however, that our main result – the relative
change in QCD cross sections due to mixed QCD-EW
contributions – is practically independent of the central
scale. Computing the Higgs production cross section us-
ing Eq. (1), we obtain the following results

σLO
QCD = 20.6 pb, σLO

QCD/EW = 21.7 pb,

σNLO
QCD = 37.0 pb, σNLO

QCD/EW = 39.0 pb.
(13)

It follows from these numbers that the electroweak-QCD
contributions increase both the LO and NLO cross sec-
tions by 5.3− 5.5 percent. This result is consistent with
the estimate of the impact of mixed QCD-EW corrections
obtained in Ref. [1].
As a check on the robustness of this result, we repeat

the same computation setting δD1(z) in Eq.(12) to zero.
Since, as we explained earlier, by introducing δD1(z) we
attempt to describe radiation beyond the soft limit, by
removing it from the computation we check the sensi-
tivity of the result to the part of computation that we
poorly control. We find (δD1 → 0)

σNLO
QCD = 30.675 pb, σNLO

QCD/EW,= 32.3 pb. (14)

It follows that also in this case the mixed QCD-
electroweak contribution e xceeds the QCD cross section
by about 5.35 percent.
Finally, we can also check what happens if we use the

exact NLO results for QCD contributions, and only em-
ploy the soft approximation to describe the mixed QCD-
EW contribution. The corresponding NLO QCD cross
section can be obtained with MCFM [20]. For µ = mH/2,

the result reads2 σNLO,full
QCD = 35.4 pb. The change in

NLO QCD cross section caused by QCD-EW contribu-
tions is obtained from Eqs.(13,14). We find δσNLO

QCD−EW =
1.6 − 2 pb, depending on whether we include improved
or unimproved soft approximation. Computing the ra-
tio δσNLO

QCD−EW/σQCD,full
NLO , we obtain (4.7 − 5.5) × 10−2,

consistent with other estimates described above.
The soft approximation for real gluon emission that we

employ here does not describe correctly the structure-
dependent radiation that arises when gluons are emit-
ted from the “interior” of the loop amplitude. However,
the contribution of the true structure-dependent radia-
tion to the cross section is suppressed by two powers of
the gluon energy relative to the soft gluon approxima-
tion [21]. For this reason, there is a good chance that

2 All partonic channels are now included.
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the structure-dependent radiation plays a relatively mi-
nor role and that the soft gluon approximation employed
by us in this paper provides sufficiently good description
of real emission.
To conclude, we employed the soft-gluon approxima-

tion and the recent computation of three-loop virtual cor-
rections in Ref. [14] to estimate the size of the NLO QCD
corrections to mixed QCD-electroweak contributions to
gluon fusion cross section. We find that mixed QCD-
electroweak contributions increase both the leading and
next-to-leading order cross sections by 5.4 percent. This
result is consistent with an estimate of this corrections
presented in [1]. Further improvements are only possible
if the real emission contributions are computed exactly.
This is a very challenging problem that, hopefully, can be
solved using the many recent advances in the technology
of loop computations.
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